CEASIM models the real-world using a 64-state truth model which includes the system performance and sensor error models in a single covariance matrix.
The real-world system model can be completely characterized by the following five system matrices: These five system matrices represent a linearized description of the entire physical system.
The alignment equations for a typical fourth-order INS alignment/calibration loop are incorporated as part of the covariance initialization process.
The Kalman filter can be completely characterized by the following five filter matrices:
^PD the initial filter covariance matrix (n x n) h F the filter dynamics matrix (n x n) A H the filter measurement matrix (r x n), where r is the number of measurements 8 the filter process noise matrix (n x n) fi the filter measurement noise matrix (r x r) (2-J)
where K is n m x m matrix which is the same as the filter calculated gain matrix t (n x n) with additional zero elements in those states which are not estimated by the filter.
As shown in Figure 3 , the upper half of the diagram represents the solution of the filter covariance equations.
These are solved in order to generate the sequence of filter gains, K, which are used by the lower half of the diagram, representing the solution of the truth model covariance equations.
The propagation of the P and ^P matrices as a function of time represents the major funciton of the simulator and all of the performance and error sensitivity information is contained in these matrices. 
